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Numerical Simulation of the Flow
Pulsations Origin in Cascades of
the Rear Blade Rows in a Gas
Turbine Axial Compressor Using
Low Calorific Fuel
Fatigue failure of the last three stator rows vanes (S17, EGV1, and EGV2) in the 17 stage
gas turbine axial compressor occurred in the power plant where low calorific fuel syngas,
was used. Causes of this dangerous phenomenon were flow pulsations with the frequency
of 380–400 Hz that were found by the experimental investigation of the duty gas turbine.
Mechanism of the flow unsteadiness origin was studied with the help of flow simulations
in the 2D stator cascade system. Three numerical experiments were carried out. The first
experiment investigated the flow simulation in the stator cascade system with a steady
undisturbed inlet flow with increased turbulence intensity. Obtained data did not meet the
standards of the actual compressor operations. In the remaining two numerical experi-
ments, a purposely designed rotor cascade was located in front of the stator cascades.
Shedding of vortex structures from the cascade profile surfaces at positive incidence
angles is responsible for the flow pulsation origin. The interaction of rotor wakes/stator
S17 cascade plays an important role in the investigated phenomenon, as follows from
CFD data. Aerodynamic loading of both cascades is equal in the second group of nu-
merical experiments. Computed results were in good qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental ones. As the flow in rotor cascade was not separated, owing to the different
aerodynamic loading of rotor and stator S17 cascades, the vortices shedding in stator
cascade S17 had a significantly higher frequency of f �2200–2300 Hz than in other
investigated cases. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3153306�
Introduction
Blade failures in the rear part of a gas turbine axial compressor

ften occur if a low calorific fuel is used, e.g., syngas produced by
oal �1�, biomass, and a heavy coal/hydrogen gasification. Such
utcome is described in several publications �2,3�. Explanation of
hese failures is connected to the fact that syngas produced in the
asification plants has 3–5 times lower calorific value than natural
as �4�. Consequently, more fuel is needed to reach the equivalent
hermal input in the combustion chamber. As a result, the turbine
nlet pressure must increase and the pressure rise is required to be
elivered by the compressor, thus, the working point of the com-
ressor is shifted to the surge point. Subsequently, increased gap
f the stage operating point from its design position occurs along
he turbomachine axis. It means that large regions of stalled flow
n the vane surface due to the positive incidence angles will exist
n the last blade rows. Generally, the vortex structure shedding
rom blades surfaces is assumed as the cause of blade failures.
owever, the aerodynamic loading of the blade elements last rows
f compressor is below the critical limit for the cascade stall.
urbocompressor works in a stable regime without the rotating
tall and surge. As of yet, the origin of such dangerous phenom-
non has not been investigated in great detail.

Our experiments were carried out on a heavy duty gas turbine,
orking in a combined cycle with the gasification of brown coal,

n Vresova power station located in Northern Bohemia �3,5�.
The last three stator rows vanes’ damage �17th stator, exit guide

Manuscript received March 10, 2009; final manuscript received April 17, 2009;
ublished March 25, 2010. Review conducted by David Wisler. Paper presented at
he ASME Turbo Expo 2008: Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, Berlin, Germany, June

–13, 2008.
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vanes—EGV1 and EGV2� due to the high cycle fatigue was
caused by the flow pulsations with the frequency values of 380–
400 Hz. The basic theory on the flow unsteadiness origin was
verified by means of introductory numerical flow simulations in
the last stator rows 2D cascades in the midspan annulus area.
Acquired results confirmed vortices shedding from the stator
vanes surfaces. However, a more detailed explanation of this dan-
gerous phenomenon was required.

Unsteady viscous and 3D flow in the multistage axial compres-
sor blading is extremely complex, mainly due to the blade rows’
interactions. Tan, in Refs. �6,7�, explained sources of the unsteady
flows in subsonic compressors working in stable conditions with-
out the surge and rotating stall. He distinguishes between the po-
tential and vortical interactions. The potential interaction is asso-
ciated with the influence of the pressure field of individual blades
on the other blade rows. Vortical interactions involve wakes and
vortices shedding from the upstream blade rows. We can consider
three types: wakes, tip leakage vortex, and streamwise vortices in
channels between adjacent blades without the tip clearance. These
effects are described in Refs. �8–12�.

Detailed insight into the blade rows interaction effects, in a low
speed four stage axial compressor at TU Dresden, is given in
papers presented by Mailach and Vogeler �10�. Selected results of
the flow field measurements are introduced at the design and off-
design operating points. However, no flow pulsations were ob-
served in blading near the stability limit. Unsteady boundary layer
developments on the rotor and stator blade surfaces of the first and
third stages were presented. The transition of the laminar bound-
ary layer into the turbulent one is clearly described. Transition
process is strongly affected by wakes of periodically passing

blades.
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Much research into the turbomachinery boundary layers has
een accomplished in past years; refer to Refs. �13,14�. The role
f the negative jet effect, originated by the movement of the
hopped wake in the blade passage, in the unsteady boundary
ayer development on the blade surface is explained in several
ublications; refer to Refs. �7,10�. There have been fewer publi-
ations investigating high speed turbocompressors; refer to Ref.
15�.

The present paper first summarizes our experimental data on
he flow pulsation origin obtained in the 17 stage gas turbine axial
ompressor. A key part of the paper is devoted to the flow simu-
ation in a 2D cascade system of the last three stator vane rows in
he middle part of the annulus height. The paper’s aim was the
larification of the flow pulsations origin in cascades of the last
lade rows in the gas turbine axial compressor. As far as we can
scertain, there is no detailed flow mechanism description of this
armful phenomenon in available literature.

Three numerical experiments were carried out. The first experi-
ent investigated the flow simulation in the stator cascade system
ith steady undisturbed inlet flow with increased flow turbulence

ntensity. In the remaining two numerical experiments, the rotor
ascade was located in front of the stator cascade system in order
o study the rotor/stator blade rows’ interaction effect on the flow
nsteadiness origin. Two cases were investigated. First, the aero-
ynamic loading of the rotor and 17th stator cascades was consid-
red to be approximately same. Second, the flow case with lower
erodynamic loading of the rotor cascade, to compare it with the
7th stator cascade, was studied. Different values of the flow pul-
ations frequency were found in the two groups of simulation
xperiments. Numerical data analysis revealed the principal role
f the rotor/stator cascade’s interaction in the flow unsteadiness
ppearance in the rear part of the gas turbine compressor blading
sing syngas as fuel.

Summary of the Experimental Results Obtained in a
as Turbine Axial Compressor
Figure 1 shows a meridional view of the seventeen stages Gen-

ral Electric M 9001E axial compressor. Compressor mass flow
ate is adjusted by turning the inlet guide vanes �IGVs�. Air flow
s turned in the axial direction by tandem exit guide vane rows
GV1 and EGV2. Turbomachine revolutions are n=3000 l /min.
he geometry of compressor flow path was determined from a
eridional view of the turbomachine in a scale of 1:10 �Fig. 1�.
uter and inner diameters of rear part of axial compressor blading

R17, S17, EGV1, and EGV2� are constant with a hub/tip ratio of
.85. External diameter is 1.88 m. The exact geometry of last
hree stator vane rows was known. This was not true for 17th rotor
lade row. The compressor casing is split into two parts. Stator
anes are inserted into the casing grooves. The last three stator
ows had clearances between vane tips and hub surface. Aspect
atio AR=h /c of these vanes is AR=3.0 �h=140 mm�.

At the casing split line two types of vane attachment were
onitored. In the first case the vane forces act on vane shanks
ith a very rigid vane groove attachment. Thus the vane’s first

Fig. 1 Axial compressor
atural frequency is especially close to the values established by
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the laboratory based dedicated measurement electromagnetic ex-
citation device. We found that for all vanes, S17, EGV1, and
EGV2, values of the first natural frequency were in the range of
325–345 Hz. Cracks and fractures were found on the stator vane
root surfaces.

In the second case the vane shank attachment in grooves, near
the split line, was not rigid. We found a clearance between vane
shanks and the split line. Consequently, magnitude of the first
natural frequency values of stator vanes was lower than that ob-
tained by the dedicated measuring apparatus. Here, a high fre-
quency fatigue damage of vane shanks and grooves appeared, and
it relates to the material shrinkage �Fig. 2�. Further details can be
found in Ref. �5�.

The real cause of stator vane damage was revealed by an ex-
periment carried out on the power plant duty turbomachine in
Vresova. There was an opportunity to carry out measurements
during the gas turbine start-up following regular repairs. Two
types of pressure probes were used during the measurement of
nonsteady flow in the turbocompressor. Static pressure probes
were located on the casing in planes 1, 2, and 3 �Fig. 1�. Four total
pressure probes were used in plane 4 at the rear of the EGV2 row.
The probe diaphragm was cooled by water. The sensor was posi-
tioned in the middle of the vane pitch at a radial distance of 50
mm from the machine casing �z /h=0.36�. Pneumatic probes were
dynamically calibrated using the acoustic method �5�.

Experimental investigation of nonsteady flows in the axial com-
pressor was carried out in the working range of the gas turbine
output of P=55 to 120 MW. In Fig. 3 the dependence of the
compressor pressure ratio �= pT4 / pTD on the relative air mass
flow rate �m /mb� is shown. Compressor air flow rate is constant in
the range of output P=55–107 MW. The inlet guide vanes have
the constant stagger angle value of �IGV,b=33 deg. Syngas con-
sumption grows with the gas turbine output. At higher outputs,
P�107 MW, the air flow rate is increased due to the decrease in
IGV stagger angle, as can be seen in Fig. 3. At the gas turbine
output of P=105 MW the compressor working point is closer to
the surge line than any other investigated points. Time dependent
total pressure distribution in plane 4 and its amplitude/frequency
characteristic are shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� for the gas turbine
output of P=105 MW. Amplitude value A was determined by the
harmonic analysis of the pressure signal. In the case of the com-
pressor working point, turbine output of 105 MW, we evaluated
the maximum pressure amplitudes as A=0.013 MPa. Character-
istic frequency of the flow pulsations f =400 Hz is apparent from
the amplitude/frequency dependence shown in Fig. 4�b�. First, the
third and fifth natural frequencies of a probe impulse tube can be
easily found. For the turbine output of P=55 MW the amplitudes
values were approximately two times lower; A=0.006 MPa. For
the maximum gas turbine output P=118 MW we measured lower

Fig. 2 Stator vane damage
pressure pulsations; A=0.009 MPa. If the natural gas would be
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sed as fuel, the flow pulsations amplitudes would be very low;
�0.002 MPa.
The intensity of flow pulsations in the plane located at the rear

f the compressor blading is dependent on the distance of the
orking point from the surge line. When the working point ap-
roaches the surge line, the area of separated flow enlarges on the
ane suction surfaces of S17, EGV1, and EGV2. This phenom-
non is accompanied by the vortex structure shedding from the
ane surfaces, as will be revealed in Sec. 3.

Frequency of flow pulsations, found in the plane located at the
ear of the compressor blading, f =380–400 Hz for the turbine
utput of P=55–120 MW is close to the first natural frequencies
f the three last stator row vanes f1=325–345 Hz. Stator vanes
ith rigid fixing of shanks in casing grooves can unusually exhibit

racks and ruptures due to the resonant effects.
Where the stator vane shanks fixing in casing grooves are not

igid, the high cycle fatigue damage was observed as no vane
esonance can occur �Fig. 2�. Such type of vane damage appeared
ore frequently than the vane rupture.

Numerical Study of the Unsteady Flow in Cascades
Numerical study of the unsteady flow in 2D cascades of the last

hree stator vane rows was carried out by the application of the
LUENT 6 code �16�. Cascades are located on the cylindrical sur-
ace, at a distance of 50 mm from the casing in the radial direction
z /h=0.36�. Total pressure probes located in the plane at the rear
f EGV2 were installed at this radius �Fig. 1�. The geometry of
hree considered stator cascades is known. This is not valid for

oving cascade of 17th rotor row.
Flow in the inlet plane of 17th stator vane row was highly

nsteady in three dimensions. Radial distribution of the flow prop-
rties is usually distorted, especially at high positive incidences of
he blade elements. Effects of unsteady 3D flow structures due to
he tip clearance flow and streamwise vorticity are ignored in this
tudy. Also, the effect of upstream blade rows is not considered in
he flow simulations. We can assume that results obtained by the
umerical flow simulation in 2D cascade system will have quali-
ative meaning. However, we hope that they could contribute to a
etter understanding of flow pulsations origin.

3.1 Mathematical Model. The mathematical model is based
n the system of Navier–Stokes equations for the turbulent flow of
ompressible fluid. For the turbulence model, standard RNG

Fig. 3 Compressor characteristics
-epsilon model is adopted. To find a suitable turbulence model in
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computations of the unsteady separated turbulent flow is ex-
tremely subtle and difficult. Nonequilibrium wall functions de-
fined in the FLUENT code �16� are used to model flow near the
blade profiles. The numerical model is solved using the Runge–
Kutta method in the form of finite volumes. A coupled implicit
scheme with the second order accuracy and default under relax-
ation factors was applied. A five stage scheme with second order
accuracy and fixed coefficients is used. Convergence is evaluated
through the computations of residuals. At the end of each time
step the residuals are of the order 10−6.

Three types of 2D nonstructured computational grid �triangular,
quadrilateral, and hybrid� were tested in a few cases of flow simu-
lations in the investigated cascade system. The number of cells
was changed in the range of 50,000–200,000. Obtained results
proved that the numerical simulations are grid insensitive. Two-
dimensional nonstructured computational mesh used in routine
computations included 100,000 quadrilateral cells. The sliding
mesh model was applied for the rotor/stator interaction to com-
pute the unsteady flow field. Translational periodic boundary con-
dition was used to model geometric periodicity of cascades �17�.

3.2 Definition of Numerical Experiments. Three numerical
experiments were carried out. In the first experiment �Notation A�
the steady undisturbed flow with increased flow turbulence in the
inlet plane of S17 stator cascade, tu1=3%, was considered. In-
creased turbulence was applied owing to the fact that the cascade
system is located at rear of the multistage axial compressor. Rey-
nolds and Mach numbers values of S17 cascade inlet flow were

6

Fig. 4 „a… Total pressure in plane 4—P=105 MW and „b…
amplitude/frequency characteristic of total pressure in plane
4—P=105 MW
Rein=1.3�10 and Main=0.25, respectively.
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The second computational experiment aimed to identify the ef-
ect of rotor/stator blade rows interaction �Notation B�. Moving
otor cascade located upstream of the 17th stator cascade S17 was
pplied, see Fig. 5. Peripheral velocity of the rotor blades was
79.6 m/s. The exact geometry of 17th rotor cascade R17 was not
nown. For this reason new rotor cascade R was designed with the
se of the Lieblein method �18�. Design of aerodynamic loading
f both cascades �R, S17� was approximately the same �DR

DS17=0.46�. Unsteady flow fields were simulated for two vari-
nts of the rotor cascade—cR=60 and 90 mm. Rotor blade pitch
alues were selected in agreement with suitable unsteady flow
imulation conditions—B1, sR=sS17=57.5 mm, and B2, sR=3 /2
S17=86.25 mm. This refers to blade numbers ratios of zR /zS17
1.0 and 2/3, respectively. Rotor blade wake passing frequency
as fRB=4860 and 3240 Hz, respectively. Turbulence intensity of

he steady uniform undisturbed inlet flow of the rotor cascade was
elected as tu1=3%; as in the first experiment. Several key param-
ters of the rotor R and S17 stator cascades are shown in Table 1.
xial distance between all cascades was a=24 mm �Fig. 5�.
The third numerical simulation explores the sensitivity of dif-

erent aerodynamic loading of the rotor R and S17 stator cascades
n the formation of separated vortical areas on blade surfaces and
heir shedding in the flow direction. We considered higher aero-
ynamic loading of the S17 stator cascade �Notation C). Smaller
ariation in the aerodynamic loading of cascades can occur in the

Fig. 5 Cascade system B1 and B2 a=24 mm, b=22 mm

able 1 Cascades geometry for numerical experiments „NACA
5th Series Profile…

c
�mm� s /c �1�

	L1
�deg�

	L2
�deg� d /c �1�

otor R 60 �90� 0.958 67.8 49.7 0.100
17 56.5 1.018 59.2 33.2 0.120
GV1 39.2 13.2
GV2 18.6 
7.4
31012-4 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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multistage compressor working at off-design conditions. Higher
variation can be present in the case of the compressor mass flow
rate regulation by the turning of the stator row vanes �19�. Two
values of rotor cascade chord were applied as in the preceding
case B.

Inlet components of the velocity, pressures, and temperatures of
investigated cascade system are taken from a one-dimensional
computation on the basis of experimental data recorded by the gas
turbine measuring and control system. Exit static pressure values
in the plane at the rear of the EGV2 row were obtained the same
way.

Flow conditions in the inlet plane of the rotor cascade in second
numerical experiments �B� are axial velocity wa1=85 m /s, abso-
lute flow angle �1=40 deg, static temperature ts1=311°C, and air
density �s1=5.5 kg /m3.

Reynolds and Mach numbers of inlet flow of rotor and S17
stator cascades are as follows:

�i� Rotor cascade. Ma1R=0.47, blade chord cR=60 mm,
Re1R=2.37�106, blade chord cR=90 mm, and Re1R
=3.56�106.

�ii� Stator cascade S17. Ma1,S17=0.34 and Re1,S17=1.7�106.

The above data are valid for the design �reference� condition
�18� of the rotor blade cascade. Increase in the incidence angles of
the investigated cascades was carried out by means of the axial
velocity decrease.

The variation in the aerodynamic loading of the rotor R and
stator S17 cascades was achieved through the increase in the ab-
solute flow angle value in the inlet rotor cascade plane experi-
ments �C�. This simulates turning of the stator vanes of the axial
compressor 16th stage. In subsequent paragraphs the flow simula-
tion results will be shown and discussed.

3.3 Flow Simulation Results in the Stator Cascade System:
Numerical Experiment A. Unsteady flow fields in the original
stator cascade system were computed for several inlet conditions
of the S17 cascade: iS17=0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 deg. Incidence
angle value of iS17=0 deg refers approximately to the compressor
working conditions of the gas turbine using natural gas. Figures
6�a� and 6�b� show instantaneous vorticity magnitude fields in the
investigated stator cascades at conditions with characteristic inci-
dence angles of iS17=8 and 12 deg. At condition iS17=8 deg the
flow is separated on the S17 and EGV1 suction surfaces, as it can
be seen in Fig. 6�a�. High vorticity values can be identified in the
wake and flow separation areas of these cascades profiles. Practi-
cally the same vorticity patterns occur for the case of incidence
angle of iS17=10 deg. A low energy fluid with high vorticity due
to stall was located in closed areas/bubbles, as shown in Fig. 6�a�.
Sudden change in the flow mechanism took place in the case of
the incidence angle of iS17=12 deg. Bubbles burst and large vor-
tices were shed off in the direction of flow, S17, and EGV1 vane
cascades. Vorticity values of the shed vortices decrease gradually
owing to the flow dissipation in the direction of flow. This phe-
nomenon can be observed in Fig. 6�b�.

Figures 7 represents time dependent distributions of the effec-
tive vane force FT for S17 vane profiles. Similar patterns were
obtained for the EGV1 and EGV2 vanes. Significant flow pulsa-
tions do not exist in the cascade system at the incidence angle
values of iS17=0–10 deg according to the time dependent distri-
butions in Fig. 7. Flow pulsations in the cascade system originated
for higher values of S17 incidences of iS17�12 deg. This result is
in a good agreement with the flow vorticity patterns shown in
Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�. Table 2 contains characteristic frequencies of
the vane effective force’s amplitude at two incidences iS17=12 and
14 deg. In the case of the EGV1, two values of the characteristic
frequency could be determined: basic and twice of the basic value.
Total pressure probe data are also included in Table 2. It should be
reminded that the total pressure probe was located at rear of the

EGV2 �Figs. 1 and 5�. Characteristic frequencies of the computed
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ime dependent flow properties were determined using harmonic
nalysis. It can be concluded, from each time dependent distribu-
ion, that the characteristic frequency of the effective vane forces
f all cascades is identical for a given incidence angle iS17. Fre-
uency slightly increases with the incidence angle value iS17 in-
rease as it can be seen in Table 2. Amplitudes of the total pres-
ure are much higher in comparison with the experimental ones
Ap=0.013 MPa�.

It should be added that the operating conditions of midspan
lade elements in the rear part of the gas turbine axial compressor
ith extremely high incidence angles �iS17�12 deg� cannot exist.

3.4 Flow Simulation Results in the Stator Cascade System:
umerical Experiment B. Basic description of the flow simula-

ion results will be carried out for the flow case B1 �sR=sS17�.
esults of B2 �2sR=3sS17� vary only in a few aspects that will be
iscussed.

Flow case B1. Unsteady flow fields in the cascade system were
omputed for the several inlet conditions of the S17 cascade. We
elected typical incidence angles values of iS17=0, 4, and 7 deg.
ncidence of iS17=0 deg refers approximately to the compressor

Fig. 6 Instantaneous vorticity patterns—„A…
orking conditions of the gas turbine using natural gas. Values of

ournal of Turbomachinery
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iS17=4–7 deg may occur when the gas turbine output is P
=60–105 MW �Fig. 3�, and syngas is used as fuel.

Table 3 contains values of the inlet flow angles of the rotor
�rel,1 and S17 stator cascades �1 for the three conditions men-
tioned in the above text. Aerodynamic loading of the considered
cascades can be judged on the basis of the incidence angle differ-
ence �i= i− iref and diffusion factor D �18�. These properties, in-
cluded in Table 3, were computed on the basis of the flow simu-
lations data. First, the average values of the flow properties along
the vane pitch were determined according to the currently used
relations in turbocompressor aerodynamics. Second, the time av-
eraged values were computed. Flow on the suction surface of
blade profile is stalled if D�0.6.

Figures 8�a�–8�c� show the instantaneous vorticity magnitude
fields in the examined cascades with incidence angles of iS17=0,
4, and 7 deg. Figure 9 shows the time averaged pitchwise distri-
bution of the rotor exit absolute flow angle in the inlet S17 stator
cascade plane. Examples of the time dependent distribution of the
S17 vane effective forces are revealed in Fig. 10. The amplitude/
frequency characteristic, shown in Figs. 11�a�–11�d�, was ob-
tained by the harmonic analysis of distribution valid for all cas-
cades vane forces and total pressure in the EGV2 exit plane.
Characteristic frequencies and the effective force amplitude of the
rotor and S17 stator cascades are shown in Table 4 for the selected
flow simulation variants.

�i� In the first variant of the flow simulation iS17=0 deg, the
aerodynamic loading of all cascades is low. Diffusion fac-
tor values of the rotor R and the S17 stator cascades are
below the critical value �18�: DR=0.46, DS=0.48, see
Table 3. We can observe flow without the significant flow
separation on the suction surfaces of all cascades profiles
in Fig. 8�a�. Flow pulsations are relatively very low. Vane
force amplitudes were less than A=0.001 MPa.

Lower velocity within the wake of the rotor blade profile leads
to the higher incidence �inlet flow angle� of downstream of S17
stator vanes. This is documented by the pitchwise distribution
of the time average absolute flow angle in Fig. 9. Angle value
changed in the range of �1,S17=53 and 77 deg. If the rotor wake
impinges the leading edge of downstream stator vanes, then it is
chopped into two wake segments. Wake segments propagate
independently from each other through the adjacent blades
channels �Fig. 8�a��. They deform and decay during their down-
stream transfer. The mechanism, which determines the wake
structure and decay, is viscous mixing, inviscid wake stretch-
ing, and negative jet effect, as can be found in Refs.
�6,10,12,20�. It can be observed that the rotor wakes are mixed
out in the EGV2 cascade. Due to the different length and ori-
entation of the absolute velocity vectors of the wake and
freestream, a slip velocity appears. The slip velocity stimulates
the low momentum wake fluid to move along the wake segment
from the blade profile suction side through the blade passage
toward the pressure side of the adjacent blade profile. Near the
suction side a high momentum enters the wake segment to re-
place fluid, which has moved across the blade passage. This
process is termed as the negative jet wake effect; it has a strong
influence on the unsteady profile velocity and pressure distribu-
tion on the cascade blade profile.

�ii� In the second investigated flow condition iS17=4 deg
�Table 3�, the flow is slightly separated on the suction
surface of the rotor blade and S17 stator vane profile �Fig.
8�b��. Separation point on the suction side is approxi-
mately 20% of the chord length from the trailing edge of
both cascades, and vortices are produced in the separation
region and are convected downstream. Separation vortices
induce some counter-rotating vortices at the trailing edge.
Vortices shed from the trailing edge with natural shedding

vorticity and convect downstream. Diffusion factor values

JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031012-5
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are close to the critical value of DR=0.55 and DS17=0.58.
Transfer of the wake segments in the S17 stator cascade
blade passages can be observed. Wake segments contain
vortices originated in the rotor cascade. The amount of the
flow separation on the EGV1 profile is smaller than in
comparison with the preceding stator cascade S17. Flow
on the EGV2 profile is without visible separation. We can
observe the periodic vane forces and the probe total pres-
sure pulsations in Figs. 10 and 11. Characteristic values of
the flow pulsations frequencies are f =570 and 2030 Hz
with significant amplitudes. Total pressure amplitude is
Ap=0.008 MPa, as can be seen in Fig. 11�d�. It is evident
that the stator cascade system flow pulsations are initiated
by vortices shedding in the rotor cascade.

This can be explained by the effect of the rotor �R�/stator �S17�
blade cascade’s interaction. Due to the flow separation on the
rotor blade suction surface, the increase in rotor wake width is
observed. As a result of the rotor/stator blade row interaction

Fig. 7 Unsteady distribu

Table 2 Vane force amplitudes and frequencies „A…

iS17
�deg�

f
�Hz�

Amplitude, A
�MPa�

S17 EGV1 EGV2 Probe

12 590 0.042 0.025 0.047 0.038
14 645 0.073 0.022 0.071 0.085

Table 3 Flow simulations data „B1…

o.

Rotor, R Stator, S17

�1,rel
�deg�

i
�deg�

�i
�deg� D �1�

�1
�deg�

i
�deg�

�i
�deg� D �1�

1 68 0.2 0.8 0.46 59 0 1.1 0.48
2 71 3.2 3.8 0.54 63 4 5.1 0.58
3 74 6.2 6.8 0.64 66 7 8.1 0.65
i= i− iref.
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the time averaged rotor pitchwise distribution of the inlet abso-
lute flow angle exhibits higher amplitudes than in the preceding
variant �Fig. 9�. Shift of the transition point of the laminar
boundary layer into the turbulent one, on the suction surface of
S17 stator blade profile, occurred in the direction of the profile
leading edge with the increase in the incidence angle �10�. Tur-
bulent boundary layer separation point has the same tendency
due to the higher positive pressure gradient on the profile suc-
tion surface. Shed vortices are contained in the rotor wake seg-
ments moving in the S17 stator cascade passage in the flow
direction. The ratio of the rotor shed vortices fR and blades
passing frequency fRB is fR / fRB=0.12.
The rotor shed vortice’s dynamic effect on the unstable sepa-
rated boundary layer seemingly causes shedding of the vortex
structures from the S17 stator cascade profiles suction surfaces.

�iii� Flow simulation results in the third flow simulation variant
iS17=7 deg exhibit strong flow separation on both rotor
and stator cascade profiles. Diffusion factor values of the
rotor and S17 cascades exceeded critical value DR=0.64
and DS17=0.65. Similar flow mechanism, as in the preced-
ing flow regime, of the unsteady vortex flows can be ob-
served as iR=3.2 deg. Flow is separated at approximately
a third of the chord length from the trailing edge of S17
cascade profiles �Fig. 8�c��. Vortices are produced in the
separation region and then convected downstream.
Amount of the flow separation area, on the suction profile
surfaces of cascades EGV1 and EGV2, changes periodi-
cally as the consequence of the interaction of the unsteady
vortex structures with the vane profiles. Rotor pitchwise
distribution of the time averaged S17 stator inlet flow
angle �Fig. 9� exhibits very large difference of the maxi-
mum and minimum values ��1,S17=48–132 deg�. It
means that in the wake there is reverse flow. Amplitude/
frequency characteristic of the unsteady distribution for
S17, EGV2 forces, and the probe total pressure shows the
characteristic frequency value of f =570 Hz. The same re-
sult was obtained for the rotor cascade. In the case of
EGV1 cascade the dominant frequency has values in the

n of S17 vane force—„A…
region of 800–850 Hz �Fig. 11�c��. This is caused by the
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complex unsteady separated flow in the wake of the S17
cascade. Total pressure amplitude in the outlet plane of
cascade EGV2 is Ap=0.028 MPa �Fig. 11�d��. It should
be added that the amplitude of the S17 stator vane force is
significantly higher than in the case of the rotor blade
�Figs. 11�a� and 11�b��.

Flow case B2. Flow simulation results are similar to those valid
for the flow case B1. Shedding of the vortices structure in the
rotor cascade with length of cR=90 mm started in the range of the
rotor incidence angle of iR=3.2–3.8 deg. In the simulation Vari-
ant 7, at an incidence of iR=3.8 deg, weak pulsations appeared in
the rotor cascade �Table 4�. Figure 12 illustrates patterns of the
vorticity magnitude field in the cascade system for Variant 8 with
incidences of iR=4.7 deg and iS17=5.6 deg. Shed vortex systems
from the rotor, S17 stator, and EGV1 cascades profiles, can be
observed as in the flow case B1. The rotor/S17 stator counts ratio
is 2:3. For that reason, within every second rotor R and third S17
stator passages identical periodical unsteady flow fields are found.

Main difference between results of the flow simulation of the
B1 and B2 flow cases are in the values of the flow pulsations
characteristic frequencies. For example, values of fR=200 Hz and
fS17=80 and 200 Hz �Variant 8� are lower than values obtained for

Fig. 9 Rotor pitchwise distribution of the time averaged abso-
lute flow angle �1,S17 in the plane behind rotor
ig. 8 „a… Instantaneous vorticity magnitude field—iS17
0 deg, „B1…; „b… instantaneous vorticity magnitude field—iS17
4 deg, „B1…; and „c… instantaneous vorticity magnitude
Fig. 10 Time dependent distribution of S17 vane force
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the case B1—fR=570 Hz and fS17=570 Hz �Variant 3�. This
could be explained by use of the flow similarity criterion/Strouhal
number defined as Sh= fc /w1; w1 and c are the inlet velocity and
chord length, respectively. Although the flow similarity between
B1 and B2 was not completely achieved, the trend in the relation
between the shed vortices frequency f and cascade blade chord c
could be valid, under the condition of constant velocity w1.

3.5 Flow Simulation Results in the Stator Cascade System:
Numerical Experiment C. Several simulations of the unsteady
flow in a cascade system were performed at different values of the
rotor R and S17 stator cascades incidences. The intention was to
investigate flow separation mechanism on the suction surfaces of
blade profiles at conditions when the aerodynamic loading of the
S17 stator cascade was higher than in the case of the rotor cas-
cade. For representation purpose, two combinations of incidence
angle values were selected iR=0.4 deg, iS17=8.3 deg and iR
=2.8 deg, iS17=6.8 deg, for the cascade systems with the rotor
chord length of cR=60 and 90 mm. Table 4 contains characteristic
frequencies and amplitudes of the effective blade forces of the

Table 4 Amplitudes and frequencies of periodic blade forces

V
iR

�deg�
iS17

�deg�

Rotor Stator S17

f
�Hz�

A
�MPa�

f
�Hz�

A
�MPa�

1 cR=60 mm 0.2 0 – – 4860 0.001
2 3.2 4 570 0.003 570 0.0076

2030 0.008
4860 0.001

3 zR /zS17=1:1 6.2 7 570 0.014 570 0.023
4860 0.001

4 2.8 6.8 – – 2330 0.003
2540 0.002
4860 0.0015

5 cR=90 mm 0.4 8.3 – – 2250 0.004
3240 0.0006

6 2.8 6.8 - - 2330 0.002
3240 0.0008

7 zR /zS17=2:3 3.8 5.7 1550 0.0015 90 0.002
3240 0.0005

8 4.7 5.6 200 0.006 80 0.010
1580 0.003 200 0.004

3240 0.0015

Fig. 12 Instantaneous vorticity magnitudes field iR=4.7 deg,
ig. 11 „a… Amplitude-frequency characteristics of rotor
lades forces—„B1…, „b… amplitude-frequency characteristics of
tator vanes forces—„B1…, „c… amplitude-frequency characteris-
ics of EGV1 forces—„B1…, and „d… Amplitude-frequency char-
cteristics of total pressure—„B1…
 iS17=5.6 deg, „B2…
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otor R and S17 blades profiles for Variants 4, 5, and 6.
Figure 13 shows vorticity magnitude patterns in a stator cas-

ade system with the rotor cascade having chord length of cR
90 mm at incidence angles of iR=2.8 deg and iS17=6.8 deg.
low in the rotor cascade is without the boundary layer separation
n the suction blade surface. Rotor wake segments in the S17
lade passage did not contain shed vortices with high vorticity.
oundary layer on the suction surface of the S17 stator vane pro-
le is separated owing to the high incidence angle of iS17
6.8 deg. However, the negative jet wake effect was not as strong
s in the cases shown in Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� �B1�, where the shed
ortices were present in the rotor blade wakes. Characteristic fre-
uency of the S17 stator blades force, excited by shedding of the
ortex structures, f =2330 Hz is clear from Fig. 14�b�. Stator
lade force amplitude is A=0.002 MPa. Rotor blade passing fre-
uency can also be found in Fig. 14�b�. Similar results were ob-
ained for another combination of incidence angles of iR
0.4 deg and iS17=8.3 deg �Table 4�.
When the rotor cascade with shorter chord �cR=60 mm� was

sed, located prior to the stator cascade system, we obtained re-
ults that did not vary from the data obtained for the variant with
he longer rotor blade chord �Table 4�. We point out that the rotor
lade passing frequency value is fRB=4860 Hz. It means that the
ffect of the rotor blade passing frequency value on the unsteady
ows is not significant.
We can conclude, in the case of attached flow on the rotor

ascade profiles surfaces, the flow separation in the stator cascade
t high positive incidences exhibits high frequency of shed vorti-
es f =2230–2550 Hz. S17 stator blade force amplitudes are rela-
ively small A=0.002–0.004 MPa. These are significantly smaller
han in the case of separated flow with vortex shedding in the
otor cascade. Differences can be seen in Figs. 14�a� and 14�b�,
here the amplitude/frequency characteristic for the flow simula-

ion variants with the same and different aerodynamic loading the
f rotor R and S17 stator cascades are shown.

3.6 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Flow
imulation Results. Experimental data comparison of flow pul-
ations in investigated gas turbine axial compressor and unsteady
ow simulation results in 2D cascade system can be carried out
nly for the case of the total pressure in the plane at the rear the
GV2, where the total pressure probe was located �Figs. 1 and 5�.
alues of the flow pulsations frequencies and amplitudes are
hown in Table 5. Simulation data of the numerical experiment B

ig. 13 Instantaneous vorticity magnitudes field iR=2.8 deg,
S17=6.8 deg, „B2…
re used; refer to Variants 2, 3, and 8 shown in Table 4. Measured
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data relate to the gas turbine output of 105 MW.
Prior to making comparison we should repeat significant as-

sumptions used in flow simulations in 2D cascade system. Leak-
age flows over the blade tips and underneath the stator attach-
ments, occurring near end walls, are ignored. The same applies for
air flows extraction for cooling purposes. These phenomena ap-
parently influence vortices shedding due to the flow separation on
blade profiles. The influence of upstream blade rows is also not
considered in the flow simulations. Significant uncertainty is as-
sociated with unknown geometry of 17th rotor blade row. For
such reason new rotor blade cascade was designed with two val-
ues of blade chord: cR=60 and 90 mm. The real value is some-
where in this range, as can be deduced from the compressor blad-
ing scaled drawing.

Data analysis in the preceding text presents, that the rotor and

Fig. 14 Amplitude-frequency characteristics of rotor R and
S17 blade forces—„B2…

Table 5 Total pressure behind EGV2 „z /h=0.36…

Var.
iS17

�deg�
f

�Hz�
Ap

�MPa�

Experiment GT: P=105 MW 400 0.013

Simulation

2 B1:cR=60 mm 4 570 0.008
3 7 570 0.028

8 B2:cR=90 mm 5,6 80 0.007
170 0.004
JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031012-9
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tator blade elements of the 17th stage work in the gas turbine
utput of 105 MW at incidences: i=3–7 deg. In consequence we
an state that the experimental total pressure amplitude Ap
0.013 MPa only qualitatively agrees with values obtained with

he aid of numerical flow simulations, as can be seen in Table 5.
xperimental flow pulsation frequency value of f =400 Hz is in

he range derived from the numerical flow simulation data f
80–570 Hz. Such result can be explained by the above men-

ioned uncertainty and assumptions and the latest developments in
he unsteady separated flow modeling.

Conclusions
Blade failures in the rear part of the gas turbine axial compres-

or frequently occur if low calorific fuel is used. In such case the
orking point of a compressor is moved to the stability limit.
lade elements of last blade rows work at higher positive inci-
ence angles, and the flow separation on the blade suction sur-
aces occurs. There is a theory that flow pulsations are caused by
hedding of separated vortex structures from the suction surfaces
f blade profiles.

Presence of the flow pulsations in the rear part of the seventeen
tage axial compressor of GE 9001E gas turbine Alstom, located
n Vresova power plant, was experimentally proven. Syngas de-
ived by the brown coal gasification was used as fuel. Typical
requency of the flow unsteadiness was f =380–400 Hz. Ampli-
ude of the time dependent total pressure distribution in the com-
ressor blading exit plane grew with the shift of the operating
oint away from the design point. However, the flow pulsations
requency was approximately constant. Maximum value of the
otal pressure amplitude was Ap=0.013 MPa.

Three numerical experiments, denoted by A, B, and C, were
arried out for the explanation of the flow pulsation origin in the
xial compressor last three stator rows. Flow simulations were
arried out in the 2D cascade system in the middle part of annulus
eight �z /h=0.36�. Inlet flow parameters were determined using
he gas turbine control system data. Real flow in the multistage
xial compressor blading is very complicated. It was anticipated
hat results of the flow simulations in 2D cascade system could
elp to better understanding of the investigated phenomena.

Experiment A was devoted to the flow simulations of steady
ndisturbed inlet flow. High flow turbulence intensity was used;
u1=3%. Periodic effective vane forces of the investigated cas-
ades appeared at a relatively high incidence angle of S17 cascade
f iS17=12 deg. However, such working condition cannot exist at
he rear stages in a multistage axial compressor. It can be stated
hat the appearance of the flow pulsations in our cascade system is
vidently connected with the rotor/stator blade rows interaction.

For such reason a rotor cascade, located in front of S17 cas-
ade, was designed. Identical aerodynamic loading of both cas-
ades was used. Diffusion factor value was DR=DS17=0.46. Two
alues of the rotor chord length �cR=60 and 90 mm� were applied
n order to simulate two ratios of rotor and stator S17 cascades;
:1 and 2:3. Rotor blades passing frequency values were fRB
4860 and 3240 Hz, respectively
Second �B� of the numerical simulation experiments had the

ame aerodynamic loading of the rotor R and S17 stator cascades.
he flow mechanism description, rotor/stator S17 blade’s ratio of
:1, was a chord length of cR=60 mm—flow case B1. At the rotor
ascade, when the incidence angle is greater than iR
3.2–3.5 deg, the flow separation appeared on the suction blade

urface with shedding of vortex structures in the flow direction.
haracteristic frequency of f =570 Hz was found. In the stator
17 cascade shedding of vortices was more intensive with the
ame frequency. This can be explained by the rotor wake/stator
17 cascade interaction. Rotor wake segments moving in the S17
tator cascade passage contained vortices, which acted on the
eparated boundary layer on the suction vane surface and initiated

ormation of vortices and their shedding. Complex unsteady flows
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could be observed in the first exit guide vane �EGV1� cascade
passages. Interaction of decayed vortices from S17 cascade and
new, which originated in EGV1, occurred. Flow in EGV2 cascade
was without separation. In EGV2 cascade passage one could find
dissipation of vortex structures in the flow direction.

If incidence angles of both rotor R and S17 stator cascades are
increased, then amplitudes of the periodic blade forces and flow
parameters will grow.

Outcome of the flow simulation with the longer rotor chord
�cR=90 mm, ratio of blades numbers 2:3—flow case B2� exhibits
the same flow mechanism of the unsteady flow as in the case of
the shorter blade chord �B1�. Two/three typical frequencies were
found in the amplitude-frequency dependencies of the periodic
blade forces f =80, 200 Hz. Values are lower than in the case of
B1 results. This can be linked to the rotor/stator blades counts
ratio of 2:3 and equally to the flow law valid for the unsteady
flows expressed by the Strouhal number.

The last of the numerical experiments �C� investigated different
aerodynamic loadings of the rotor R and S17 cascades. Incidence
angles of the rotor cascade had a lower value than the stator S17
cascade. If the flow was attached on the suction blade surface of
rotor cascade, then the flow separation in stator cascade at high
positive incidences exhibited a high frequency of shedding vorti-
ces in the range of fshed=2200–2300 Hz. Amplitudes of the stator
vane force S17 were smaller than in the case of the unsteady
separated flow in rotor cascade.

Experimental values of the total pressure amplitude Ap
=0.013 MPa and frequency f =400 Hz in the compressor blading
exit plane at the gas turbine output of 105 MW are in qualitative
agreement with the values of the flow simulation results of the
numerical experiment �B�. Such conclusion can be explained by
assumptions used in our computations and the latest developments
in flow modeling of the unsteady separated flow in turbomachine
aerodynamics.
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Nomenclature
A � amplitude
c � chord

FT � effective vane force FT=1 /s�pTds
D � diffusion factor
d � maximum blade profile thickness
f � frequency
h � blade height
i � incidence angle

m � mass flow rate
P � gas turbine output

pT � total pressure
s � blade pitch coordinate along profile surface

tA1 � inlet air temperature
w � velocity
z � radial distance from casing, number of blades
� � flow angle
	 � blade angle
� � stagger angle
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